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                  BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE RETAIL GAS SUPPLIERS 
 

NOW COME Dominion Retail Inc., Interstate Gas Supply, and U.S. Energy 

Savings Corporation (collectively “Retail Gas Suppliers” or “RGS”), through their 

attorney, and file their Brief on Exceptions to the November 26, 2007, Administrative 

Law Judge’s Proposed Order (“ALJPO”) in the above captioned proceeding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RGS are engaged in the sale of natural gas commodity to residential and 

commercial customers on Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s and North Shore Gas 

Company’s (collectively “Company” unless otherwise noted) distribution systems.  

Tariffs that comprise the Company’s Choices For You (“CFY”) program allow CFY 

suppliers, like RGS, to arrange for delivery of natural gas commodity to retail customers 

on the Company’s system.  Rider AGG is the transportation tariff that governs the actions 

of CFY suppliers. 

Although they raised several issues in this proceeding, the three most important 

issues addressed by RGS are (1) CFY rights to the use of on-system storage, (2) CFY 

rights to upstream-assets and (3) the Purchase of Receivables (“POR”).  Although the 

ALJPO acknowledges the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) “…policy 

of expanding customer choice…” (ALJPO, p. 287) it ignores that policy when it rejects 

RGS’ proposals that are critical to the expansion and success of customer choice.   As 

RGS explained in the testimony they sponsored and the briefs that they filed in this 

proceeding, the delivery restrictions and collection procedures in the CFY program must 

be overhauled in order to create a level playing field for CFY suppliers and provide CFY 
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customers with benefits equivalent to those they would receive on sales service or other 

transportation tariffs.   

RGS has consistently stated that its desire is to create parity between Sales and 

CFY so that neither group cross-subsidizes the other.  Customers at all levels should be 

able to take control of their commodity purchasing decisions and take advantage of the 

benefits of competitive alternatives.  Unfortunately, unless the asset and POR issues are 

resolved so as to reduce or eliminate the cross-subsidization of sales by CFY customers, a 

fundamental fairness will not be achieved and small commercial and residential 

customers will continue to pay the price.  

CFY customers are penalized for choosing a competitive supplier because they 

are required to pay the same costs for storage assets that are paid by the Company’s sales 

customers, yet they receive only a small fraction of the benefit of those assets.  The value 

of the service that they do receive – balancing - is only worth fractions of a cent per 

therm.  RGS provided testimony noting that this inequity needed to be corrected and 

provided a number of possible alternatives to correct this inequity including (i) providing 

CFY customers, through their suppliers with storage and delivery rights that reflect the 

storage assets that support CFY service and are paid for by CFY suppliers and customers, 

(ii) releasing the off-system capacity to CFY suppliers because they pay the direct costs 

of such assets through the ABGC or (iii) reduce the ABGC to a level that is indicative of 

what is essentially an interruptible balancing service (i.e. the daily and peak day 

flexibility of storage assets are used to serve sales service customers and are not available 

for CFY customer use).   
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RGS provided detailed testimony regarding the numerous inequities that exist in 

the absence of POR, including, but not limited to, increased and duplicative credit and 

collection costs, an increase bad debt costs recovered from sales service customers, 

unintended negative impacts on customer credit scores, and a failure to bring the benefits 

of competitive markets to all customers. In rejecting RGS’ storage and POR proposals, 

the ALJPO does not take into consideration key record evidence, relies on stale 

arguments that were invalidated by revisions to initial proposals, and generates an 

internally inconsistent policy approach between large and small volume transportation 

programs.  Small commercial and residential customers should be permitted to take 

control of their commodity purchasing decisions and reap the benefits that are afforded to 

large volume users on the Company systems.  Although the ALJPO approves a few of the 

other recommendations of RGS, including allowing for reallocation of storage during the 

withdrawal season and that the Company’s billing systems are able to process and 

allocate CFY-affiliated storage during the winter, which RGS appreciate, the rejection of 

these proposals (proper treatment of on-system storage and upstream assets and POR) 

will drastically hinder the implementation of the Commission’s policy of expanding 

customer choice.  The ALJPO should therefore be revised to more accurately reflect 

RGS’ positions and adopt RGS storage and POR proposals.  See RGS’ attached 

Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

Additionally, although the ALJPO recognizes that the Company’s policy for 

retaining the storage gas of customers that migrate during the year is unfair, the remedy 

chosen by the ALJPO does not fully address the problem.  Also, when it rejected the 

Company’s Rider UBA, the ALJPO did not appear to address an issue that all parties 
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agreed must be addressed: the removal of sales customer gas supply bad debt from 

charges paid by CFY customers.  Finally, CFY customers should receive the same flow-

through of Hub revenues provided to sales customers. 

II. THE ALJPO SHORT CHANGES CFY SUPPLIERS’ STORAGE AND 
DELIVERY RIGHTS.  (X.D.1.(a)(b) AND (e) OF ALJPO) 

The Company’s portfolio of storage assets consists of on-system storage facilities 

and off-system leased storage services. On-system storage is owned by the company and 

directly connected to the Company’s distribution system. The costs of on-system storage 

are recovered equally from all residential and commercial customers through base rate 

delivery charges. Off-system storage is connected to the interstate pipelines that serve the 

Company’s distribution system. Off-system storage is leased by the Company through 

contracts with third-parties.  The costs of off-system storage are recovered from 

residential and commercial customers whether they are on sales service, via the Non-

Commodity Gas Charge, or on Choices For You, via the ABGC. Both of these charges 

provide for the pass through of interstate pipeline transportation costs as well as leased 

storage costs.   RGS Ex. 1.0, pp. 10-11. 

RGS have not taken issue with the Company’s method for allocating storage 

capacity to CFY customers, sales service customers and other transportation customers.  

The Company, however, creates a huge advantage for its own sales service with the 

allocation of delivery rights that effectively dictate how allocated storage capacity can be 

used, even though CFY customers pay for the full cost of the storage assets.  The storage 

and delivery rights afforded to CFY suppliers and their customers in the current Rider 

AGG are inferior to the rights that the Company provides itself to serve sales service 

customers.  Moreover, those storage and delivery rights fail to reflect the contractual 
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rights and physical constraints of the underlying off-system and on-system storage assets 

that support CFY service.  The superior delivery rights retained by the Company creates 

an uneven competitive playing field between CFY customers and sales customers.   

As noted above, CFY customers and sales customers both pay the same amount 

for on-system storage assets through their identical base rate delivery charges.  CFY 

customers also pay the ABGC charge for their supposed access to upstream assets.  

Together, these two charges end up costing CFY customers the same amount for on-

system and upstream storage as the Companies charge their own sales customers.  Yet 

CFY customers do not have full access to either on-system storage or upstream storage.  

This lack of meaningful delivery rights – for the same amount paid by sales customers - 

thus harms CFY customers and inhibits the development of customer choice.  RGS’ 

exceptions to the ALJPO more clearly define the storage and delivery rights that are at 

issue in the instant proceeding.  See RGS’ attached Exceptions to the ALJPO.  The 

ALJPO could have made changes to the Company’s CFY program that gives CFY 

customers access to upstream assets, or it could have reduced the ABGC charge to reflect 

the actual benefit the CFY customers from upstream storage.  Additionally (or 

alternatively), the ALJPO could have made changes to the CFY program that gives CFY 

customers more access to on-system storage, or it could have reduced the base rate 

delivery charge paid by CFY customers to reflect the actual benefit they receive from on-

system storage.  The ALJPO does none of these.  Instead, it allows the Company to 

charge CFY customers the same amount it charges its sales customers, while providing 

CFY customers storage and delivery rights that are inferior to the rights enjoyed by sales 

customers. 
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A.  The ALJPO’s tacit approval of the current Rider AGG with only a 
3% increase in the month-end delivery tolerance places excessive 
monthly restrictions on CFY suppliers.  

Under the current Rider AGG, the Company administratively determines exactly 

how much gas will be injected into and withdrawn from each CFY supplier’s allotted 

storage capacity.  This administrative determination is made in March for the following 

12 months.  Put another way, early in the Spring, the Company decides how much CFY 

suppliers must inject into storage and how much they can withdraw each month the 

following heating season.  Those figures are locked-in and cannot be changed to reflect 

actual monthly weather averages that are not exactly as projected.  Thus, regardless of 

whether temperatures are warmer than normal in December and colder than normal in 

January – or vice versa – CFY customers can only withdraw the amount each month that 

the Company determined the previous March.  In a scenario of extremely low monthly 

temperatures, the additional weather related demand would be met solely through 

additional CFY supplier gas market purchases and deliveries to the Company’s 

distribution system.  That is, CFY suppliers are solely responsible for meeting the 

weather related needs of CFY customers and the majority of those needs are through 

purchases rather than additional storage withdrawals.  Because cold weather is often 

correlated with high market prices, the lack of access to storage and resulting need for 

market purchases drives up CFY supplier costs and CFY customer bills. 

Only CFY suppliers and their customers are subject to this absurd 

administratively determined twelve month allocation.  There are no equivalent monthly 

withdrawal and injection requirements for sales service and other transportation 

customers as evidenced by the terms of leased storage contracts, physical constraints of 

on-system storage, and large volume transportation riders.  (CNEG Ex. 3.0; ALJPO, pp. 
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264-265)  Transportation suppliers can adjust storage usage to reflect daily and monthly 

weather trends.  Similarly, the Company can adjust its own withdrawals and injections to 

reflect those trends and thus reduce gas supply costs of sales customers.  That flexibility 

provides a financial advantage to the Company’s gas cost portfolio over the CFY 

suppliers’ gas costs.  CFY suppliers, meanwhile, must continue to withdraw the amount 

set by the Company in March, with only the meager daily and monthly tolerance 

allowances providing some flexibility.  Thus, CFY suppliers are not able to actively 

manage their gas supply portfolios to adjust their withdrawals and injections to account 

for deviations from normal weather and changes in the market price of natural gas.  (RGS 

Ex. 1.0, pp. 10-14).   

  Moreover, because of the way the Company has designed its rates, CFY 

customers pay exactly the same amount for storage rights that sales customers pay, even 

though CFY customer’s storage rights are inferior to those of sales customers.  This 

uneven playing field, which makes it difficult for CFY suppliers to compete against the 

Company for customers eligible for CFY service, is the primary reason that CFY in the 

Company’s territory lags far behind the similar competitive offerings in Nicor territory 

and in other states.  

Storage and capacity assets perform multiple functions.  The assets can be used 

for balancing services, delivery services and peaking services.  The same assets are 

contemplated in the Company’s peak/design day forecasting methodology when they 

determine whether they have sufficient assets to serve those customers.  The Company 

does not, for example, have an additional 15-20% of a peak that it holds for balancing.  

As a result, CFY customers pay the cost of the asset in full, but receive only a piece of 
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the services that should be provided with the assets.  Either the storage and delivery rights 

need to be increased as detailed by the RGS, or the fee needs to be reduced. 

In its Reply Brief, the Company claims that it is responsible for handling CFY 

customer consumption changes as a result of weather.  (PGL-NS, RB, p.160)  Nothing 

could be more misleading.  The Company adjusts each CFY supplier’s daily delivery 

requirement on a daily basis to account for all factors that impact CFY customer 

consumption including weather.  (Rider AGG, Section E-Delivery Determination)  The 

only weather-related consumption change that is not captured in a CFY supplier’s daily 

delivery requirement is any change that occurs in the very short window between the time 

the Company provides the daily delivery requirement and the time the supplier actually 

delivers gas to the Company’s system.  As discussed in more detail below, this difference 

between actual and estimated is de minimis compared to the balancing necessary to 

accommodate the vast amount of daily flexibility afforded to large volume transportation 

customers without daily metering.  The ALJPO should therefore be revised to reflect 

unfair restrictions placed on CFY supplier’s monthly storage rights under the current 

CFY program.  See RGS’ attached Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

B.  The ALJPO imposes excessive daily restrictions on CFY Suppliers. 
The limitations on CFY suppliers’ use of storage, relative to sales service and 

other transportation riders are not limited to monthly storage requirements.  They also 

face inequitable daily requirements.  The Required Daily Demand Quantity (“RDDQ”) is 

essentially the Company’s estimate of a CFY supplier’s pool usage adjusted for the 

Company’s administratively determined amount of gas to be withdrawn from or injected 

into the CFY suppliers allotted storage capacity.  Like the rigid requirements placed on 
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CFY suppliers’ monthly storage inventories, CFY suppliers are afforded minimal 

flexibility to deviate from the administratively determined daily withdrawal and injection 

requirements imposed in the current Rider AGG.  This restriction robs them of their 

ability to manage their supplies while accounting for changes in the real temperatures. 

The Company requires each CFY supplier’s daily deliveries to be within plus or 

minus 10% of their customer pool’s RDDQ to avoid costly penalties for over or under-

deliveries.  (Rider AGG, Section D-Rates)  On a monthly basis, however, the sum of a 

CFY supplier’s daily deliveries can only deviate by plus or minus 2% from the sum of the 

RDDQs for the month or costly penalties for monthly over or under-deliveries will be 

assessed.  (Id.).  This 2% month-end tolerance effectively limits the use of the 10% daily 

tolerance because daily deviations in one direction eventually need to be offset by 

deviations in the opposite direction to remain within the 2% monthly tolerance.  (RGS 

Ex. 2.0, p. 14)  The Company’s proposed increase in the month-end tolerance from 2% to 

5% in the instant proceeding is a pittance in the face of the flexibility that is afforded to 

sales service customers and other transportation customers.  This 3% increase comes 

nowhere near leveling the playing field for CFY suppliers. 

The ALJPO should be revised to correct the unfair restrictions placed on CFY 

supplier’s daily storage rights under the current CFY program.  See RGS’ attached 

Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

C. Rider FST customers are afforded much greater rights than CFY 
Suppliers in the ALJPO. 

A comparison of the Company’s proposed Rider AGG and Rider FST storage and 

delivery rights approved in the ALJPO highlights the inequitable treatment of CFY 
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suppliers and their customers.  Rider AGG applies to CFY customers while Rider FST 

applies to large commercial and industrial customers: 

• Rider AGG requires CFY suppliers’ daily deliveries to fall within plus or minus 

10% of an administratively determined usage estimate.  Rider FST allows for 

deliveries between zero and 100% of a customer’s MDQ on any day of the year.   

• Rider AGG dictates the exact amount of gas that is withdrawn storage on every 

day.  Rider FST allows daily withdrawals to range anywhere from 0% to 100% of 

a customers daily usage. 

• Rider AGG only allows for withdrawals between November 1 and March 31 and 

injections between April 1 and October 31.  Rider FST allows for withdrawals 

and/or injections on every day of the year and during every month of the year. 

• Rider AGG administratively dictates the exact amount of gas in storage during 

each month of the year without any accounting for actual weather.  Rider FST 

requires 70% (Peoples) or 85% (North Shore) of the allowable bank capacity to 

be filled by November 31 with no similar requirements in any other month. 

• Daily metering is not required for Rider AGG or Rider FST as neither service 

requires balancing of daily deliveries and daily usage.  (In general, see Rider 

AGG and Rider FST.) 

Meanwhile, the Company has no similar administratively determined restrictions 

on its use of storage for providing service to its own sales customers.  The inequitable 

treatment of CFY customers is not rectified in the ALJPO as drafted.  In fact, it highlights 

that without changes, storage and delivery rights in Rider AGG, compared to Rider FST, 
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continue to be inequitable.  Similarly, given the nonexistent restrictions on the 

Company’s own storage usage, Rider AGG provides far less storage flexibility and 

delivery rights than the Company allows itself as the supplier of sales service customers.  

The disparity between the CFY program, on the one hand, and sales service and other 

transportation services, on the other hand, is undeniable and should be addressed in the 

ALJPO.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

D. The ALJPO omits a discussion of RGS’ revised proposal and how it 
addresses the Company’s concerns listed in the ALJPO. 

The ALJPO cites four arguments raised by the Company in opposition to RGS’ 

proposal for modified storage and delivery rights in the CFY program.  However, those 

arguments applied to RGS’ initial proposal in direct testimony, and, even then, two of the 

Company’s concerns were without merit.  The remaining concerns were addressed in 

RGS’ proposed Rider AGG with more granular storage and delivery rights (RGS Ex. 

2.1).  The evolution of RGS’ position and the resulting proposed Rider AGG in RGS Ex. 

2.1 should be included in the ALJPO.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

E. RGS’ proposed delivery rights for CFY customers are modest when 
compared to the rights afforded to FST customers in the ALJPO. 

The storage and delivery rights in RGS proposed Rider AGG are also much less 

flexible than Rider FST’s storage and delivery rights.  The ALJPO seems to infer that 

there is some uncertainty on this point, stating, “[w]hether or not [the fact that the 

Company’s large volume transportation tariffs offer far greater flexibility than RGS’ 

proposal] is correct…”  (ALJPO, p. 276).  There is no uncertainty on this point.  No 

witness has ever claimed that CFY customers receive even close to the level of storage 

flexibility afforded large volume transportation customers or that available for sales 
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customers.  The following comparison of the storage and delivery rights in the ALJPO-

approved Rider FST and RGS’ proposed Rider AGG demonstrates that even under RGS’ 

improved Rider AGG, large volume transportation customers are afforded far greater 

storage and delivery rights: 

• Rider FST allows for injections and withdrawals during all months of the year.  

Like the current Rider AGG, RGS’ proposed Rider AGG allows only injections 

during the period of April 1 through October 31.  Similarly, RGS’ proposed Rider 

AGG allows only withdrawals during the period of November 1 through March 

31. 

• Rider FST, as approved in the ALJPO would only require a minimum storage 

level on November 31.  Storage levels could be anywhere between 0% and 100% 

of capacity at any other time during the year.  RGS’ proposed Rider AGG 

requires storage inventories to fall within a specified range each month that is 

reflective of the physical and contractual flexibility of the underlying storage 

assets that support CFY service, which is the same flexibility the Company has in 

managing the supply needs of the sales service customers. 

• Rider FST has no daily delivery requirement.  RGS’ proposed Rider AGG 

requires suppliers’ deliveries and storage activity to fall within plus or minus 10% 

of their customer pool’s estimated daily usage. 

• Rider FST allows a supplier to meet up to 100% of their customers’ daily usage 

through storage.  RGS’ proposed Rider AGG allows withdrawals up to 2.2% of a 

supplier’s storage inventory.  That number is ratcheted down to 2.0% when 
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storage inventories fall below 50% and 1.1% when storage inventories fall below 

10%.  (RGS Ex. 2.1; Rider FST; ALJPO, pp. 262-266) 

The fact that Rider FST storage and delivery rights approved in the ALJPO 

provide transportation customers with much greater flexibility is undeniable.  The ALJPO 

should be revised to remove any hint of uncertainty on this matter.  See attached RGS’ 

Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

F. The ALJPO’s reasons for rejecting RGS’ proposed Rider AGG are 
misplaced. 

The ALJPO relies on three arguments to reject the storage and delivery 

requirements in RGS’ proposed Rider AGG.  First, the ALJPO identifies the lack of daily 

metering of CFY customers and the resultant inability to verify actual daily usage.  

Second, the ALJPO cites the Company’s example of a CFY supplier drawing down its 

entire storage inventory by mid-December and the purported need for the Company to be 

“…ready to respond to CFY customers’ significant heating requirements.”  Third, the 

ALJPO incorrectly claims that the wider storage targets relative to Nicor’s program are 

unsupported by the evidence.  (ALJPO, pp. 276-277)  None of these arguments are valid. 

1. The lack of daily metering for CFY is irrelevant. 
The ALJPO’s reliance on the Company’s lack of daily metering argument 

represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the difference between requiring suppliers 

to meet a delivery target and providing no target whatsoever.  No Choice program 

anywhere in the country has a residential customer base that is equipped with daily 

metering because it is an entirely unnecessary requirement.  In all instances balancing is 

required, because it is not possible to anticipate the exact usage of customers that do not 
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have daily telemetry.  In fact, it is never possible to determine whether the deliveries 

matched the daily usage of non-daily read customers, yet daily balancing is not a 

hindrance to development of the choice programs.  This is not the case in the Company 

service territories.  The simple fact is that the fee CFY customers pay for balancing is 

significantly overstated for the service that is needed to balance the usage to deliveries.  

Either the services provided need to be increased substantially to coincide with the fee 

being collected, or the fee needs to be reduced to reflect the service being provided.     

Similarly, the Company’s own sales customers do not have daily meters.  

Nevertheless, the Company is able to make the same type of forecast for deliveries for 

those sales customers as it would have to make for CFY customers.  Daily metering is not 

needed for it to make either projection. 

The ALJPO states, “The RGS miss the point when they assert that the Utilities’ 

“estimate of daily customer consumption is a substitute for daily metering.  The Utilities 

are concerned about the inability to verify, without daily metering, the actual usage of 

CFY customers, not their estimated usage”  (ALJPO, p. 276).  The lack of daily metering 

for Rider FST customers demonstrates that the ALJPO’s concern is misplaced.  Why a 

lack of daily metering is a concern with the CFY program and not a concern with Rider 

FST, or for that matter, sales customers, is a mystery and represents diametrically 

opposed policy approaches on two strikingly similar issues in the same proceeding.  In 

fact, as has been demonstrated across multiple other programs, small commercial and 

residential customers usage profile is very predictable.  If it was not, utilities would have 

moved to daily metering as they have with large users long ago.   
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The Company originally proposed to eliminate Rider FST and shift those 

customers to other large volume transportation riders that require daily metering or shift 

the to the CFY program.  The Company later proposed to continue Rider FST without a 

daily metering requirement but included more stringent daily delivery parameters and 

seasonal cycling.  While the daily delivery parameters and seasonal cycling requirements 

proposed by the Company for Rider FST were less stringent than those in RGS’ proposed 

Rider AGG, the ALJPO nevertheless rejected the seasonal cycling requirement, approved 

more liberal daily requirements, and ordered that Rider FST continue to be offered 

without a daily metering requirement.  (ALJPO, pp. 262-266) 

If the ALJPO’s lack of daily metering argument is reason for rejecting RGS’ 

proposed storage and delivery parameters than the same argument applies ten-fold to 

Rider FST customers.  The lack of daily metering is much more of a concern for Rider 

FST customers than CFY customers because Rider FST customers are not required to 

match deliveries and storage activity to any type of daily usage estimate whatsoever.  A 

Rider FST customers could use 10,000 therms in one day, deliver nothing to the 

Company’s system, and not be penalized.  Further, Rider FST customers account for a 

much larger share of the load on the Company’s system and therefore impose greater 

balancing requirements on the Company. 

CFY suppliers, even under RGS’ proposal, would be required to match deliveries 

adjusted for storage activity to the Company’s estimated usage of a CFY supplier’s pool 

of customers.  The Company, in its sole discretion, provides the estimated usage.  The 

more accurate the usage estimate, the less balancing required on behalf of the utility.  

Further, because CFY customers currently represent only about 4% of the load on the 
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Company’s system, (RGS Ex. 2.0, p. 9) there is little chance that their storage activity 

will impact the availability of storage for other customers.  At any rate, the balancing 

required for CFY customers under RGS’ proposed Rider AGG would be far less than the 

balancing required for Rider FST customers because of the relative size of FST 

customers and the lack of a requirement for daily deliveries plus storage activity to meet 

a daily demand estimate.  It has been the experience of RGS that balancing deliveries 

against consumption is something that is fully within the control of the Company, and 

variations between the two are and should be placed squarely in the laps of the Company 

and should not be pushed off to the customers. 

If the Commission wants additional evidence that daily metering is irrelevant in 

the context of CFY storage rights, it need look no further than Nicor’s Customer Select 

program.  RGS’ proposed Rider AGG models the storage and delivery rights in Nicor’s 

Customer Select program with adjustments to account for the costs of the specific storage 

assets that are assigned to CFY customers.  The storage and delivery rights in Nicor’s 

Customer Select program and the operational track record of that program put to rest any 

concerns over the lack of daily metering and the resulting need to balance deliveries with 

actual usage.   

The ALJPO should be revised to acknowledge that RGS’ proposed Rider AGG 

has more stringent daily delivery requirements than other transportation riders.  Further, 

the ALJPO should be revised to reflect that daily delivery estimates and daily delivery 

requirements are appropriate substitutes for daily metering and go beyond the 

requirements in large volume transportation tariffs.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the 

ALJPO. 
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2. The end of month storage targets in RGS’ proposed Rider 
AGG are appropriate. 

The ALJPO agrees with RGS that the Company’s example of a CFY supplier 

drawing down its entire storage inventory by mid-December and the purported need for 

the Company to be “…ready to respond to CFY customers’ significant heating 

requirements” is commercially unreasonable.  (ALJPO, p. 276)  The ALJPO adopts RGS’ 

argument that the example illustrates a scenario that would be impermissible under RGS’ 

proposed Rider AGG.  As noted by the ALJPO, RGS’ proposal includes monthly target 

that are ignored in the Company’s hypothetical.  Thus, the Storage Quantity Target 

Levels require the amount of gas in storage on the last day of December can be no less 

than 35% of the November 1 storage inventory.  The November 1 storage inventory is 

required to be between 95% and 100% of total available storage capacity.   

The ALJPO expresses the opinion, however, that RGS’ proposal is hardly better 

because it includes an end of January minimum of 15% and end February of 0%.   The 

ALJPO then asserts that the Company needs to be “…ready to respond to CFY 

customers’ significant heating requirements”.  The ALJPO is incorrect.  It is the CFY 

supplier’s obligation, not the Company’s obligation, to respond to CFY customers’ entire 

demand, including their significant heating requirements.  Even if a CFY supplier drew 

its storage inventory level down to 15% in the end of January or zero in the end of 

February, the CFY supplier would still be required to match the entire estimated usage of 

their customer pool on a daily basis.  This requirement would be met through pipeline 

deliveries to the Company’s distribution system instead of a combination of deliveries 

and storage withdrawals.  Failure to deliver would result in the assessment of significant 

penalties and other ramifications.  Moreover, those penalties are set so high ($6.00 per 
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therm on a critical day) that that they more than compensate the Company for any costs it 

may incur to obtain gas for the hypothetical CFY customer without storage gas or 

delivered gas. 

Additionally, the concern expressed by the ALJPO illustrates the frustration RGS 

has felt throughout this process.  RGS attempted to negotiate issues such as the 

appropriate level of month end targets with the Company prior to the filing of the rate 

case, as required by the Commission order in Docket 06-0540.  The Company refused to 

consider such changes.  In this rate case, the Company again refused to offer alternatives.  

Instead, it simply said “No.”  Now, the ALJPO shows some reservation about the exact 

levels proposed by RGS.  This is exactly the type of issue that should have been 

addressed by the Company in good faith negotiations or good faith alternatives proposed 

in this docket.  Instead, it has adopted a tactic of stonewalling.   The Commission should 

not reward the Company for its tactic by rejecting RGS’ proposal. 

The ALJPO should therefore be revised to reflect the fact that RGS’ proposed end 

of month targets are appropriate because it is CFY suppliers, not the Company, that are 

required to meet one hundred percent of their customers needs on a daily basis at all 

times and they will pay the Company significant penalties if they are unable to do so.  

See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

3. Evidence supports the storage and delivery parameters in 
RGS’ proposed Rider AGG.  

In reference to the storage and delivery parameters in RGS’ proposed Rider AGG, 

the ALJPO states, “RGS’s explanation that the Utilities’ storage assets “support wider 

storage targets” than Nicor’s is unsupported by evidence or even a description of the 
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differences.”  (ALJPO, p. 277).  On the contrary, RGS’ proposal is nearly identical to the 

proposal approved by the Commission for Nicor’s Customers Select program in Docket 

No. 04-0779, which required the storage and delivery rights in the choice program to 

reflect the actual storage and balancing assets that supported the Customer Select 

program.  Moreover, the ALJPO is incorrect when it states that there is no evidence 

supporting the storage targets.  The parameters in RGS’ proposed Rider AGG were 

calculated from the data provided by the Company in response to RGS data request 1.14, 

which was entered into evidence as CNEG Ex. 3.0.  This data also supported the 

proposal, which was adopted in the ALJPO, to reject more stringent seasonal cycling 

requirements for Rider FST customers.  Finally, it should be noted the Company 

provided no evidence supporting its Rider AGG tariffs limiting CFY customer use of 

storage assets.   Thus, there is far more data supporting RGS’ proposal than that of the 

Company.     

It is difficult to understand why RGS’ proposal was rejected by the ALJPO in this 

case because it did not precisely mimic the storage levels approved in the Nicor case.  

The storage levels were not precisely reproduced as they exist in Nicor because the RGS 

believe it would have been irresponsible for RGS to ignore the differences between 

storage available to Nicor and to the Company.  Very simply, the storage and delivery 

rights in RGS’ proposed Rider AGG use the same methodology as the Nicor program, 

but it is calculated with Company specific inputs.  It therefore accurately reflects the 

flexibility afforded by the assets of the Company that support CFY service which should 

be made available to CFY customers.  No party has demonstrated otherwise and the 
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Company provides no evidence supporting its own proposal.  The ALJPO should be 

revised to reflect those facts.  

G. If the Commission rejects RGS’ request for more flexible delivery 
rights, then it should reduce the charges paid by CFY customers for 
the inferior rights. 

RGS’ primary goal in this proceeding is to obtain storage and delivery rights for 

providing service to CFY customers that are comparable to those allocated by the 

Company to itself for providing service to sales customers.  If the Commission decides to 

maintain the current rules and regulations for delivery rights, it should at least reduce the 

charges paid by CFY customers so they pay only for the value of what they obtain.  In 

this respect, the ALJPO was wrong when, addressing the AGBC, which is the charge for 

access to up-stream assets, it stated:  “We do not perceive the RGS to be challenging the 

balancing component of the charge, and even if they are, we find that balancing service is 

provided in return for payment of the AGBC.”  ALJPO, p. 277.  On the contrary, RGS is 

challenging the balancing component of the AGBC and, in fact, virtually every 

component of that charge.  Simply stated, CFY customers obtain minimal benefit from 

upstream assets.  The AGBC should reflect that fact.  The Commission recognized the 

basis for the AGBC is a potential issue in gas utility charges when it directed Nicor to 

provide evidence supporting its comparable charge in that company’s next rate case.   

Finally, the Commission directs Nicor, in the prefiled testimony 
accompanying its next rate increase filing, to address the level of 
balancing charges Customer Select customers should be assessed in light 
of the benefits those customers receive from Nicor’s upstream capacity.  
That testimony should contain a comparison of the benefits that Nicor’s 
upstream capacity provides to Customer Select customers and Sales 
customers, as well as the associated levels of charges.   

ICC Docket 04-0779, Order (Sep. 20, 2005)  p. 170   
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The Company was certainly aware of the Nicor order when it filed its evidence 

supporting the rates in this proceeding.  So the Commission should not, as it did in the 

Nicor case, simply require the Company to provide evidence the next time it files a rate 

case.  Such evidence should have been provided here.  Thus, the Commission should 

eliminate the AGBC.   

Similarly, CFY customers do not obtain the full value of the storage component in 

their base rate delivery charges.  Again, RGS would strongly prefer to equalize the 

storage and delivery rights of sales and CFY customers.  But if the Commission is 

unwilling to take that step, it should at least reduce the base rate charges for CFY 

customers to reflect their inferior rights.  Otherwise, they would be paying the same base 

rate delivery charges as sales customers for less valuable storage and delivery rights.  

RGS recognize that unlike the AGBC, the base rate charge cannot simply be eliminated.  

Thus, the Commission could require the Company to justify the level of its on-system 

storage related charges to CFY customers and provide those studies and appropriate tariff 

changes to the Commission for its review.  The Commission should not, however give 

the Company until its next rate case, as it did in the Nicor proceeding.  The imbalanced 

playing field between CFY customers and sales customers should not be allowed to 

remain in existence during the period between now and the next rate case of the 

Company.  Thus, the Commission should attache a short deadline, such as 45 days, to 

such a filing. 

H. The Commission could order the Company to make the filings 
necessary to adopt RGS’ storage and delivery rights proposals. 

RGS provided detailed proposals on the use of storage that are supported by the 

evidence.  The Company provided no modifications or suggested changes to those 
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proposals.  Thus, the record supports implementation of those proposals in the instant 

proceeding.  Nevertheless, if the Commission determines that there may be 

implementation details that need to be addressed, then the ALJPO should be revised to 

require the Company to adopt RGS’ proposals, but to then begin a collaborative process 

designed to work out the details with interested parties.  Alternative language requiring 

such workshops is included in RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

II. PURCHASE OF RECEIVABLES  (X.D.4 OF ALJPO) 

When a customer fails to pay the Company for gas service, the customer’s gas 

service is disconnected and the customer’s account is classified as “uncollectible.”  The 

utility, however, loses nothing, because the rates approved by the Commission reflect the 

projected level of uncollectibles.  When a customer fails to pay a CFY supplier’s 

commodity charges, the CFY supplier eventually stops providing service to the customer 

and the customer returns to the utility.  The CFY supplier either loses the money owed by 

the customer or must initiate costly collection procedures and possibly litigation in order 

to recover their uncollectibles. 

This difference in the impact of uncollectible accounts provides a significant 

disadvantage to CFY suppliers.  The POR program recommended by RGS reduces that 

disadvantage by requiring the utility to purchase the receivables of CFY suppliers.  There 

are two basic methods that can be employed to compensate the utility for the amount of 

purchased receivables that become uncollectible.  The receivables can either be 

purchased at a discount rate that reflects the expected level of uncollectibles, or the 

receivables can be purchased at a 0% discount rate with uncollectibles being recovered 

directly from all customers (including CFY customers) just as system-supply related 
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uncollectibles are recovered.  (RGS Ex. 1.0, p. 31)  Uncollectibles under a 0% discount 

rate POR program could be recovered from customers either through base rate charges or 

through a rider.  Under a 0% discount rate, the Company could track CFY customer 

uncollectibles and sales service customer uncollectibles separately or could track all 

uncollectibles through a single account.  Administrative costs associated with POR can 

either be recovered directly from suppliers as an adder to the discount applied to 

receivables or can be recovered from individual customers through base rate charges.  

(RGS Initial Brief, p. 34). 

Under POR, utilities typically retain the right to disconnect customers for non-

payment, require deposits, and initiate credit and collection processes for customers that 

fail to pay their bills.  The threat of disconnection provides customers with an additional 

incentive to pay their bills that does not exist when the switch to a CFY supplier under 

the current CFY program.  The Company already recovers credit and collection costs 

from CFY customers so it follows that the utility and not the CFY supplier should be 

performing the credit and collection duties.  (RGS Ex. 1.0, pp. 31-33)  The ALJPO 

should be revised to reflect this background information.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions 

to the ALJPO. 

A. The ALJPO gives short shrift to the numerous benefits associated 
with POR. 

The ALJPO fails to identify the numerous benefits associated with POR 

programs.  First, in the absence of POR, suppliers must perform credit checks.  Supplier 

credit checks may duplicate credit checks performed by the utility.  This causes 

unnecessary harm to a customer’s credit report and results in duplicative credit checking 
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costs being passed on to CFY customers.  POR would eliminate duplicative credit 

checks, lower costs, and protect consumers’ credit scores.   

Second, POR eliminates confusion and duplicative costs created when both the 

utility and CFY suppliers initiate collection efforts directed toward the same customer.  

Third, credit checking by CFY suppliers not only harms individual customers but also has 

an impact on the entire market.  In the long-run, CFY suppliers will continue to sign up 

customers that are more likely to pay their bills while the remainder of customers that are 

less likely to pay their bills will remain on sales service.  The end result is that the bad 

debt costs recovered from sales service customers will rise as customers with relatively 

higher credit scores migrate to CFY service. 

The ALJPO should be revised to better reflect the benefits of POR.  See attached 

RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

B. Public Act 095-0700 provides a model for the gas industry. 
The ALJPO fails to recognize the significance of Public Act 095-0700, which 

requires large electric utilities in Illinois to offer POR programs.  The ALJPO incorrectly 

notes that SB 1299, a bill requiring the Ameren utilities and Commonwealth Edison to 

offer POR, “…still awaits the Governor’s signature.  (ALJPO, p. 289).  SB 1299, which 

is now Public Act 095-0700, was signed by the Governor of the State of Illinois and 

became law on November 9, 2007, prior to the issuance of the ALJPO.  The significance 

of this law cannot be understated.  Clearly, the Illinois General Assembly believes that 

requiring Illinois electric utilities to offer POR will benefit competition in the Illinois 

retail electric market.  If POR benefits competition in the electric industry, then it follows 

that POR would also benefit competition in the gas industry. 
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Legislation was necessary to implement POR in the Illinois electric industry 

because Section 16-103(e) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act prohibits the Commission 

from requiring electric utilities to offer any tariffed service (such as POR) that was not 

offered prior to 1997.  Legislation is not necessary to implement POR in the Illinois retail 

natural gas industry, however, because no such statutory impediment exists.  In the 

instant proceeding, the Commission is presented with the unique opportunity to follow 

the lead of the legislature and bring the benefits of POR to the Illinois natural gas 

industry. 

The ALJPO should be revised to reflect that legislation was necessary for POR in 

Illinois electric markets but not for gas markets and that the benefits of POR will translate 

to gas markets.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

C. POR does not shift the risk of CFY Supplier bad debt to sales 
customers. 

The ALJPO states, “[I]rrespective of the compensatory mechanism selected  

(whether the RGS’ preferred “zero discount,” an actual discount, or an adjustment to the 

Utilities’ revenue requirement), ultimately responsibility for CFY bad debt will shift the 

[sic] Utilities’ customers, including sales customers.”  (ALJPO, p. 289)  The claim that 

sales service customers will ultimately be responsible for CFY supplier bad debt is 

simply false and fails to recognize how POR works. 

First, it is important to keep in mind that all customers purchased commodity 

from the utility prior to the introduction of the CFY program, and uncollectibles were 

recovered from all customers through base rate charges.  As customers began to switch 

from sales service to Choices For You service, bad debt associated with customers that 
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switched shifted to CFY suppliers.   Ironically, since the inception of the CFY program, 

CFY customers have been paying not only for the bad debt incurred by their suppliers but 

also for both the supply and delivery related bad debt of sales service customers.  (RGS 

Ex. 1.0, pp. 28-30)  This is because there was no compensatory mechanism to ensure that 

system supply related bad debt was only recovered from sales service customers.  For the 

first time in the instant proceeding, the Company has proposed to remove the supply 

related bad debt component from CFY customer rate and recover system supply related 

bad debt only from sales service customers.  (Id.)  This is a step in the right direction; 

however, it does not completely level the playing field for CFY suppliers because their 

bad debt costs will be higher due to the inability to disconnect customers for non-

payment.  Further, even with adoption of the Company’s proposal, CFY supplier’s 

customers will continue to pay for the credit and collection costs of both the Company 

and CFY suppliers whereas sales service customers only pay the Company’s credit and 

collection costs.  POR would remedy these problems and would do so without imposing 

any additional costs on sales service customers. 

Second, there is no evidence in the record that demonstrates that CFY supplier 

uncollectibles will be any greater or any less than the uncollectibles of the Company if it, 

instead of CFY suppliers, were serving the customers on the CFY program.  In fact, 

Public Act 095-0700 requires the discount rate to be equal to the utility’s historical 

uncollectible rate, which implicitly assumes that the uncollectible rate will be the same 

regardless of whether the customers are on sales service or the CFY program. 

If a zero percent discount approach were used and uncollectibles associated with 

CFY supplier receivables reflected the Company’s uncollectible rate approved in the 
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instant proceeding, then the same uncollectible costs that the ALJPO approved for sales 

customers would also be applied to CFY customers.  Thus, contrary to the finding in the 

ALJPO, sales customers would not be required to accept a new cost.  Rather, CFY 

customers would receive a new cost in the rates they pay the utility.  But the efficiency 

introduced into the system by the introduction of POR would lower overall costs of 

uncollectibles for all customers.  Moreover, RGS would accept an order requiring that 

start-up and administrative costs could be recovered directly from CFY customers or 

suppliers.  If a discount off of receivables approach was used, then the uncollectibles 

associated with CFY supplier receivables and any start-up and administrative costs would 

be recovered entirely from CFY suppliers through the discount rate.  (RGS Initial. Brief, 

p. 34; RGS Ex. 1.0, p. 31).  Of course, CFY suppliers would pass those costs on to CFY 

customers through their supply charges, but those costs would be less than the hidden 

costs caused by the current inefficient system.  In any event, sales service customers 

would not be harmed.  If the Commission is concerned about supply-related 

uncollectibles being higher than the Company’s supply-related uncollectibles, then CFY 

supplier uncollectibles and sales service uncollectibles could be tracked separately and 

separate base rate charges or riders could apply.   

The ALJPO should be revised to demonstrate that sales service customers would 

never become responsible for uncollectibles associated with CFY supplier receivables 

under POR.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to ALJPO. 
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D. The POR can be designed to provide the Company with the same 
credit, collection and disconnection rights that apply to its provision 
of service to sales service customers. 

The ALJPO states that CFY customers with “unsavory credit histories” would 

“…obtain service under CFY without, for example, a deposit.”  (ALJPO, p.  290).  The 

ALJPO fails to acknowledge, however, that under POR, the Company would have the 

same ability to require deposits from CFY customers as they do for sales service 

customers.   

The perpetual theme throughout the ALJPO’s conclusion on POR is that making 

choice available to customers with low credit scores will somehow increase bad debt.   

There is no evidence in the record supporting this fear that customers will be less likely to 

pay their bill if they are on the CFY program.  On the contrary, the current system 

encourages customers to not pay the CFY portion of their bills because they can continue 

to receive service without fear of disconnection, as long as they pay the utility portion of 

their bill.  POR eliminates any benefit associated with avoiding payment of a CFY 

supplier’s bill.  Customers will be disconnected for non-payment of a bill whether or not 

they purchase natural gas supply from the Company or a CFY supplier.  There is no 

inherent advantage for non-paying customers to switch to the CFY program. 

E. Numerous jurisdictions have adopted POR. 
The extensive list of utilities that have implemented POR programs is a testament 

to the value of POR and its success in competitive retail energy markets across North 

America.  Several such utility programs were cited by RGS as evidence. The success of 

POR in those other jurisdictions also calls into question the legitimacy of the concerns 

over POR that were raised by the Company and reiterated in the ALJPO. 
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F. The Commission could order the Company to make the filings 
necessary to implement a POR program. 

There is clearly enough evidence to order the Company to implement a POR 

program in the instant proceeding.  This is a rate case and, as such, the Company is 

required to provide an estimate of its uncollectibles to be included in base rates.  The 

Company’s historical uncollectibles are the best proxy for estimating uncollectibles 

associated with POR.  Indeed, PA 95-0700 requires the use of historical uncollectibles to 

develop the POR discount rate and historical uncollectibles are used in other jurisdictions 

as well.  Nevertheless, if the Commission determines that the record lacks sufficient 

evidence necessary for the Company to file a POR program tariff, then the ALJPO should 

be revised to require the Company to file a POR program tariff following the completion 

of a collaborative process designed to work out the details with interested parties. 

III. CUSTOMER MIGRATION (X.D.1.(d) IN ALJPO) 

Customer migration occurs when customers switch from the Company to a 

supplier, from one supplier to another supplier, or from a supplier back to the utility.  

RGS’ proposal attempts to rectify the problem CFY suppliers face when they commence 

service with a customer during the withdrawal period.  During the injection season, the 

Company, like CFY suppliers, injects gas into storage on behalf of sales service 

customers.  When a sales service customer switches to a CFY supplier however, neither 

the capacity nor the gas in storage follows the customer.  So, when a customer switches 

to an alternative supplier during the withdrawal season, the CFY supplier’s customer pool 

requirements increase without a corresponding increase in the volume of gas in storage to 

serve the pool.  The result is that a greater share of the CFY suppliers RDDQ must be met 

with deliveries to the Company’s city gate rather than storage withdrawals.  The 
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Company’s requirements decrease when a customer switches to CFY service in the 

withdrawal season leaving the Company with more gas in storage relative to its load 

obligations.  RGS’ proposed tariff language to address customer migration issues requires 

the purchase and sale of gas in storage to ensure that both CFY suppliers and the 

Company are able to maintain storage quantities that are commensurate with their load 

obligations. 

The ALJPO’s attempt at addressing the Customer Migration issue does not 

address the problem that RGS’ proposed language remedies.  Although somewhat 

unclear, the ALJPO’s requires the Company to transfer empty storage capacity to CFY 

suppliers when as customers switch from sales service to CFY suppliers.  The problem is 

that gas has already been placed in storage by the Company to meet the needs of the 

customer.  So, the Company is left with relatively more gas in storage than before the 

customer switched and the supplier has an increased obligation to serve without a 

commensurate increase in storage gas.  Presumably, the CFY supplier would have to fill 

the storage capacity with additional market purchases and corresponding deliveries to the 

Company’s system.  This begs the question – why not transfer both the storage capacity 

and the gas in storage?  The storage capacity is paid for by the customer and the gas in 

storage is injected into storage on behalf of the customer. 

The ALJPO characterizes RGS’ proposal as a standby service.  RGS’ proposal is 

not a standby service but rather a cash-out provision.  Standby service is when the utility 

“stands by” to meet the daily needs of transportation customers.  RGS’ proposal is a one-

time transaction.  Cash-out provisions are nothing new.  The Company buys and sells 

large volumes of gas at index prices from customers and suppliers to balance accounts on 
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a daily and monthly basis.  This cash-out provision is also identical to the cash-out 

provision in Nicor’s Customer Select program.  RGS respectfully recommend that the 

ALJPO be revised to adopt RGS proposed tariff language to address customer migration 

issues.  See attached RGS’ Exceptions to the ALJPO. 

IV. Rider UBA (VII.D in ALJPO) 

The ALJPO rejects the Company’s proposal for Rider UBA, a mechanism to 

recover bad debt costs.   RGS is not challenging that decision, but does want to make 

certain that the rejection of that proposal does not result in the rejection of any 

mechanism to address a bad debt issue that relates to CFY.  All parties agreed that in 

some way, the new tariffs must eliminate the current charge that CFY customers pay for 

sales customers commodity related bad debt. 

Currently, bad debt associated with sales service is recovered through base rate 

delivery charges from all customers including Choices For You customers. For suppliers, 

bad debt related to gas costs is recovered only from Choices For You customers via 

higher charges for natural gas supply. So, Choices For You customers end up paying 

twice for bad debt under current rates – once to the Company through base rates and once 

to suppliers through higher gas supply charges. Sales service customers do not pay their 

fair share of bad debt because a portion of the bad debt associated with sales service is 

improperly allocated to Choices For You customers under the current rate design.  (RGS 

Ex. 1.0 at 28.)   

One of the side effects of the UBA is that it would have removed sales customer 

bad debt related to gas cost from the delivery charges paid by CFY customers, thus 

alleviating the problem identified above.  In its direct testimony, RGS noted that if the 
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UBA were rejected, the Commission should allow a credit to the aggregation charge paid 

by CFY customers in an amount equal to the removal of their responsibility for sales 

customer gas related bad debt.  Staff witness Mr. Luth agreed that CFY customers should 

not pay for bad debt related to system gas costs and that CFY customers in the 

Residential 1N and 1H service classifications and Commercial customers in service 

classification 2 should receive a lower usage charge (Staff Ex. 7.0).  In her rebuttal 

testimony (Ex. VG-2.0) Ms. Grace agreed with that methodology, although she corrected 

Mr. Luth’s computations.  In summary, no party disagrees that in the absence of Rider 

UBC, an adjustment should be made to CFY rates to eliminate the recovery of sales 

customer gas related bad debt.  The ALJPO should be revised to reflect the adoption of 

the calculations of Ms. Grace. 

V. HUB REVENUES (V. OF ALJPO) 

While rejecting the ICC staff’s proposals for adjustments related to the 

Company’s Hub Services, the ALJPO states:  “It is uncontested that, pursuant to the 

Commission’ Order in Docket 01-0707, all revenues from Hub services are credited to 

Peoples Gas’ customers through reductions its Rider 2 Gas Charges . . .”  (ALJPO, p. 

112).  RGS note that CFY customers should be considered customers for purposes of the 

flow-through of Hub revenues.  They pay the same rates as sales customers for storage 

assets (and as described above, receive less use of those assets).  Providing a flow-

through of Hub revenues to sales customers but not CFY customers creates another 

roadblock to the development of competition in the State of Illinois.  A customer should 

not lose the benefit of the Hub when it switches suppliers from the Company to a CFY 
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provider.  The Commission should therefore direct that Hub revenues flow-through to 

sales customers through Rider 2 and to CFY customers as a credit to the AGBC charge.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Commission has the opportunity to take a pro-active step in advancing 

customer choice in the State of Illinois by adopting RGS’ proposals in the instant 

proceeding.  RGS respectfully request that the Commission adopt the rationale herein and 

the attached Exceptions Language. 

Dated:  December 14, 2007 
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